UTOPIA and Social Forums

We suggest discussing the following points:
The abolition of borders securing free movement of people and
their freedom of settling in.
We should imagine a world where borders between countries
progressively disappear; where anybody could travel freely or could
go and live in a country of his choice while keeping his own cultural
identity.

A universal access to fundamental rights.
We should imagine a world where the society secures a universal
access to fundamental rights to any individual without considering his
status or requesting compensation.

A worldwide ecological patrimony and a decrease of the
ecological footprint.
We should imagine a world which recognizes global public goods, and
global environmental patrimony. We should imagine a world which
would take the necessary steps to preserve biodiversity, to avoid
climate change and to protect environment

For t his new ed it ion of t he Europ ean S ocial Forum, Ut op ia
is co - org anizing in I st anb ul 3 larg e s emina ries (see
p rog ram p . 2 ).
Utopia’s commitment in the Alterglobalist movement is now fully
established: Athens in 2006, then Malmö in 2008, where we organized
two seminaries. Since then, our movement has confirmed its
contribution to international conferences, participating in the World
Social Forum in Belem and in the Klimatforum in Copenhagen, both in
2009, and, in Cochabamba in 2010, where was issued a Call for a
worldwide network to create a new political vision. (See
Cochabamba’s call p. 3&4 - www.cochabamba2010.org).

► What’s Utopia ?

We should imagine a world where food and water would not be
considered as merchandises, and where access to land and seeds will
be guaranteed for everybody

Utopia is a political movement born in France in 1996. It points out 3
alienations, established as dogmas: Growth, Consumerism, and Work as
a unique, established and central value in the society. Utopia is urging
for the birth of a new Left based on a triple identity: ecologist,
alterglobalist and anti productivist, able to transform the society, bear
new ideals and realize them.

New democratic areas.

Utopia’s main lines of action are:

Food sovereignty.

We should imagine a world which organise a plural democracy
through various role-players (elected representatives, civil sector,
citizens ...) and with various level of responsibilities

-

Producing ideas. By means of collective brainstorming and links
with intellectuals, through a cycle of lectures and debates, and
books publishing (Editions Utopia) ;

Contributions to the debate on these constituent principles would
lead to launching an appeal for creating an international
movement at the close of the Cochabamba conference.

Being present in the public sphere, as a full time partner of the
social movement ;

-

Action at international level, among others by participating in
social forums so as to become an acknowledged NGO and
promote the creation of a political space for a “society-world” ;

Contacts: contact@cochabamba2010.org

-

Action in the different leftwing parties in France.

Web: www.cochabamba2010.org
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► Join the debate! We co-organize 3 seminars:
FRIDAY JULY 2.

9.30 AM – 12.30

► The Appeal of Cochabamba
New Constitution, new rights, new utopias
Let's build a borderless world

“Building the European political movement for justice and climate”
(with ATTAC)

SATURDAY JULY 3.

9.30 AM – 12.30

“Political ambiguousness of Turkey and the EU concerning migrants.
Case of Chechen asylum seekers.” (with la CIMADE, le Convoi
Syndical France, Caucasus Forum)

SATURDAY JULY 3.

9.30 am – 12.30

“Economic democracy to go beyond capitalism”. (with Espaces
Marx, Labor and globalization, FGTB, CNE, Verdi)

► Launching of Editions Utopia (Utopia Publisher)
“Editions Utopia” is an extension of the UTOPIA Movement. The
success of the Utopia Manifesto published in may 2008 in France
(Parangon publisher), then in Spanish (Icaria Publisher), shortly in
Portuguese and in English; the success also of the European
manifesto published in 2009 both in French and in English,
determined Utopia to create its own publishing office. Editions
Utopia will publish intellectuals, researchers and politicians whose
ideas are shared by Utopia or feed its thinking, as well as analyses
and proposals of the Utopia Movement itself.
 Sans Papier? Pour lutter contre les idées reçues : “No
documents? A manual to fight against false evidences”, By
Utopia, a collective work.


UTOPIA has launched in Cochabamba a great project: The
creation of an international network and workgroup: "UTOPIA – a
new international political space".
This new network will aim at thinking the conditions for bringing about a new
political space integrating countries from the different continents and
based on the recognition of new common rights.

In different ways and often at different times, many social organizations,
intellectuals, poets or artists have been trying to build new utopias.
These utopias helped define fundamental rights, pointing out their
universal nature as in the universal declaration of human rights in 1948
These utopias favoured the convergence of social movements, through
social forums and the international network of NGOs and citizens, who
nowadays crusade for common interests.
The conference of Cochabamba could be the occasion to move a step
forward in this process. It could initiate a large international movement in
favour of new constitutional rights.

We therefore call social movements, intellectuals, poets, artists,
political parties or movements and citizens from all continents to
explore the broad outlines that could eventually lead to the
constitution of a new political area

Un revenu pour tous. Précis d'utopie réaliste, “An income for

everybody. A handbook of realistic utopia”, by Jean-Baptiste
Mylongo.
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